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Abstract

This study aims to analyze the brand trust and reputation of private universities from the influencing aspects of Management Information System (SIM), service quality (SERVQUAL), customer response, Customer Relationship Management (CRM), customer value and customer satisfaction toward 360 students Management courses from 4 private universities in Riau Islands province that have used the information system as a service to students by using analytical methods that can provide a simultaneous analysis process associated with multi-variance research. The results of the research showed that SIM and SERVQUAL significantly influence consumer’s response, CRM, customer value and customer satisfaction, but did not affect brand trust and University reputation.
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1. Introduction

According to data found in forlap.dikti.go.id the number of private universities in Indonesia today is 5,941 universities consisting of Academic, Polytechnic, Colleges, Institutes and Universities, where currently there are 998 academic-form colleges, 132 Polytechnics, 2,257 High School, 102 Institutes and 438 Universities spread throughout the Province of Indonesia. Limited seats in State Universities make Private Universities as a solution to continue the student education to a higher level. Universities need to consider the reasons a prospective student chooses a university such as distance, scholarship offered and teaching (Drewes & Michael, 2006). Similarly, the opinion (Ming, 2010) that the decision of students to choose a college other than location, academic programs, facilities and others is the reputation of the university.

The success of colleges and universities can be seen from the extent to which they acquire new students in an efficient manner, and the ability to retain the students (Wright, 2012). The university reputation is an approach that can be used to promote universities where university with good track record will have good alumni as well (Mande, 2016). Brand is an intermediary between consumers and companies, in this study between universities and students. Consumers can develop brand trust so that consumers are loyal to the brand (Şahin, Zehir, & Kitapçi, 2011).

This research discusses the development of theoretical model from the analysis of Management Information System, service quality, consumer response, Customer Relationship Management, customer value, and customer satisfaction as brand trust antecedent and reputation of private university in Kepulauan Riau province

2. Literature Review

2.1 Management Information System

The higher education sector will see a significant difference between past and future trends. The Information and Communication Technology Revolution will radically alter the university that led to the redefinition of the roles, needs, and expectations of students, academics and administrative staff. Using SAS ABM software will generate improved information and benefits for university administrators (Ismail, 2010). Information and Communication Technology has become a necessary tool for easily completing administrative tasks, especially in student administration and staffing, but the level of use for general administrative activities is relatively small. (Krishnaveni & Meenakumari, 2010).
The result of Panjaitan research, (2006) stated that there is a positive and significant direct relationship between information technology and consumer response. The use of CAF (Clicker Assessment and Feedback) or clicker technology systems by professors for formative assessment is more influential than the summative assessment of students’ perceptions of involvement in learning (Han & Finkelstein, 2013). There is a significant positive relationship between the use and perceived usefulness of the Learning Management System perceived by students (Alharbi & Drew, 2014). The perceived convenience and benefits of using a web-based learning system on student behavior intentions in Britain and Lebanon (Tarhini, Hone, & Liu, 2015). Libraries that provide ICT (Information and Communication Technology) facilities and e-journal subscriptions are more attractive to students as a place to study and research (Brendan, Boniface, Ezema, & Ugwu, 2014).

Technological acceptance in the form of ease of use e-learning system and infrastructure capability significantly influence the effectiveness of E-CRM (Jafari Navimipour & Soltani, 2016). The CRM model can improve the relationship between prospective customers (students, parents and communities) with institutions in creating emotional ties that can create two-way communication between users and providers of the academic system (Fathoni, 2014). The application of information technology significantly influences their ease and attitude towards the use of information technology education (John, 2015). Ease of use, access and reliability of the choice board system affect the satisfaction and decisions of system users (Bharati & Chaudhury, 2006). There is a positive and significant relationship between the readiness and success of technology infrastructure and E-CRM implementation from a student perspective (Badwan et al., 2017).

Information and Communication Technology at two universities in South Africa has a significant influence on student satisfaction (Jager & Jan, 2016). The type of interaction that is self-efficacy internet, and self-regulated in online learning is a significant predictor of student satisfaction (Kuo, Walker, Belland, & Schroder, 2013). Effect of e-learning quality features including quality of education, service quality, technical quality of the system, and quality of content and information accompanied by e-learning ease of use significantly influence student satisfaction (Mohammadi, 2015). The use of social media applications in the learning process has a positive effect on student satisfaction (Cao, Ajjan, & Hong, 2013). Alavinasab and Kamal (2015) state that Data security, privacy, brand name, word-of-mouth, good online experience and quality information directly affect brand trust online. So the proposed hypothesis:

H1: Management Information System significantly influence consumer response.

H2: Management Information System significantly influence to Customer Relationship Management.

H3: Management Information System significantly influence customer value.

H4: Management Information System has significant effect to customer Satisfaction.

H5: Management Information System significantly influences brand trust.

H6: Management Information System significantly affects reputation.

2.2 Service Quality (Servqual)

According to (Zeithaml, Bitner, & Gremler, 2009) service quality is an evaluation focus that reflects customer perceptions about quality of service reliability, quality assurance, quality of responsibility, empathetic quality and physical quality. According to (Laksana, 2008), quality can be defined as the expected quality level and diversity control in achieving that quality to meet customer needs. Service is any action or activity which may be offered by one party to another that is essentially intangible and does not result in any ownership.

Quality services and undergraduate communication assist students in the decision-making process and will attract more students to choose university at the Technological Education Institute of Central Macedonia (TEICM) where students generally have positive opinions about the institution (Vrana, Dimitriadi, & Karavasili, 2015). Inadequate research where student perceptions do not meet student expectations for overall service quality at certain Higher Education in South Africa (Martinez-Arguelles & Batalla-Busquet, 2016). Service Quality contributes to student perceptions of how departments interact as a whole (Kanakana, 2014). The dimensions of quality of education services refer academic quality, learning environment, student feedback, feedback assessment to students, and faculty which have positive and significant impact on student satisfaction (Ijaz, Irfan, Shahbaz, Cloud, & Sabir, 2011).

Wahab, Al-Momani, and Mohd Noor, (2010) stated that E-Service Quality and ease of use have a positive and significant relationship to CRM performance. Nasution and Mavondo (2005) stated that service quality has a positive relationship with all dimensions of customer value. Quality of service perceived by students will increase productivity and service excellence become the key factor of college success (Shifa Wahab, 2016).
SERVQUAL can find interest relative tendencies to student expectations and perceptions (Zehir, Şahin, Kitapçi, & Özçahin, 2011).

SERVQUAL affects customer satisfaction in the service industry in which case university and tangibility have the highest influence on students’ intention to continue study and spread the good news about the institution to friends and society (Mansori, Vaz, & Ismail, 2014). SERVQUAL positively affects student satisfaction but satisfaction alone is not enough for students to recommend UPHS as a good university if the services provided are not good (Jiewanto, Laurens, & Nelloh, 2012). SERVQUAL dimension has a positive and significant impact on student satisfaction. The quality of administrative services has a higher impact on student satisfaction than with other services. (Martinez-Arguelles & Batala-Busquet, 2016). So the proposed hypothesis:

H7: SERVQUAL has significant effect on consumer response.
H8: SERVQUAL significantly influence Customer Relationship Management.
H9: SERVQUAL has significant effect on customer value.
H10: SERVQUAL significantly influence customer Satisfaction.
H11: SERVQUAL significantly affects brand trust.
H12: SERVQUAL significantly affects reputation.

2.3 Consumer Response

Consumer response is a consumer action as a result of the interaction process in consumption action where in that process there is a meeting between psychological social attributes with product attributes that produce feelings or specific actions (Assael, 2001). According to (Sangadji & Sopiah, 2013) Consumer response is the third dimension of consumer behavior where consumer response can take the form of buying or not buying products offered by the buyer.”

At University a credible response is usually more reliable to guide student behavior. When trust is low, students will not feel comfortable to act to increase their confidence. Second, trust can affect the vulnerability of responses to change. (Panjaitan, 2006). The research results Rí o, Vázquez, and Iglesias (2001) states that consumer response is able to generate competitive advantage against the company brand. So the proposed hypothesis:

H13: Consumer response significantly affects brand trust.
H14: Consumer response significantly affects reputation.

2.4 Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

According to Buttle, (2007) Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is basically the main focus is to develop a customer-oriented business culture. Customer Relationship Management by Kotler and Keller, (2008) is the process of managing detailed information about each customer and carefully managing all the “touch points” of customers in order to maximize customer loyalty. Meanwhile, according to Utami, (2010) CRM is an interactive process that transforms customer data into customer loyalty through several activities: collecting customer data, analyzing customer data and identifying customer target, developing CRM program and implementing CRM program.

The benefits of implementing CRM in university environments and viewing students as customers will provide a competitive advantage and enhance the ability of universities to attract, retain and serve their students (Seeman & O’Hara, 2006). Direct marketing to customers using information technology has different potentials in attracting more students at cost-effective and increasing accuracy and control where all recruitment is managed (Tapp, Hicks, & Stone, 2004). The concept of “customer” in CRM should not be restricted to the business context, but is open to nonprofit contexts such as universities in this case students so that university can monitor and evaluate student needs.

Rahmadewi, Farida, and Dewi, (2015) stated that Customer Relationship Management and customer experience partially or simultaneously affect brand trust and repurchase decision. Based on the results of the test show the variables brand trust is an intervening variable to the variable purchase decision in this study. Meanwhile, according to Kim, and Kang, (2008) stated that Hospitals can succeed in creating brand image and equity positively if they can manage their relationship with customers (Customer relationship management). Where brand equity here is trust, satisfaction, commitment, loyalty and brand awareness.

Customer Relationship Management affects the organization’s reputation, Customer Relationship Management and can also empower stakeholders Batista Company (2003). There is a positive influence on the implementation
of customer relationship (CRM) on the reputation of the bank Jabar where the findings from the test results of CRM variables are Acquisition, Retail and Partnership. The partnership variable has the highest effect on the bank’s reputation and the second is acquisition. Faritzal (2010).

H15: CRM has significant effect on brand trust.
H16: CRM has a significant effect on reputation.

2.5 Customer Value

According to Zeithaml et al. (2009) customer value is the overall assessment of the customer about the usefulness of a product or service based on the perception of what is received and what is given. Meanwhile, according to Flint, Woodruff, and Fisher Gardial (2002) customer value provides an overview of a company’s customers, what customers want, and customers believe to obtain a product or service.

Customer value is a perceived quality of customer that is adjusted to the relative price of a product produced by a company (Slater & Narver, 1994). With customer value or customer can relate the emotional bond formed between customer and producer after customer use an important product or service produced by the manufacturer and find the product that can provide an additional value. (Too, Souchon, & Thirkell, 2001) see the need for cross-functional in a company, namely marketing, operations and human resources as a prerequisite in managing customer value. The more positive the students’ perceptions of the university’s market orientation the more likely they will recommend the university to their friends (Casidy, 2014).

The university strategy of attracting and retaining students as customers will produce loyal ambassadors and demonstrate good advocacy intentions. The students have a very positive perception when they see the professional appearance of staff and when they see their personal information is handled safely. (Le Roux & Van Rensburg, 2014) Universities in increasing the number of students each year must regularly monitor the extent to which service performance, student satisfaction and their beliefs and student behavior intentions can in turn improve university brand performance and improve marketing at the University (Sultan & Wong, 2013) Assessment of the quality of educational services is required to provide feedback to students (Shah, 2013) The student’s decision to apply depends on services related to supporting facilities and infrastructure (Prakash & Muhammed, 2016).

Hanzae and Andervazh (2012) states that Utilitarian Value and hedonic value of a product for consumers have a positive relationship with brand trust. While Nadi and Ghahremani, (2011) stated that the Purchase Value is the total purchase of a certain transaction value based on the valuation of the buyer and of what is received (the benefits given by the given transaction have a positive effect on brand trust). The need for a minimum study period, entry requirements, teaching materials interpreted by students as a factor that can be avoided from the trap “Certificate Factory”.

The importance of these factors is because e-education does not involve direct contact with institutions and staff which means brand trusts can reduce those risks (Chung, Fam, & Holdsworth, 2012). (Jouzaryan, Ghobeyshavi, & Karimianakolaki, 2015) states that customer value and brand affiliations have a positive effect on reputation. The proposed hypothesis:

H17: customer value significantly affects brand trust.
H18: customer value significantly affects reputation.

2.6 Customer Satisfaction

According to Kotler and Keller, (2008) satisfaction is the feeling of pleasure or disappointment of someone who arises because it compares the perceived performance of the product (or outcome) to their expectations. Meanwhile, according to Zeithaml et al., (2009) satisfaction is the response of customers regarding the fulfillment of needs. Lovelock, Wirtz, and Mussry, (2011) describes consumer satisfaction as a short-term consumer emotional reaction to the performance of a particular service. So it can be concluded that service performance is much lower than consumer expectations then consumers will feel dissatisfied. Consumers will feel satisfied if the performance of the service in accordance or exceed customer expectations.

The development and application of satisfaction scales as a self-assessment tool can be undertaken by universities in promoting the quality of teaching services and other sustainable improvements (Liu, Wang, & Wu, 2017) Service quality plays a key role in predicting student satisfaction and further shaping the objectives of their behavior (Prakash & Muhammed, 2016). By improving the quality of service, potentially increasing student satisfaction and becoming a private college priority due to the fact that they must compete for student attention to study there (Fitri & Hasan, 2008) Student satisfaction is one of the sources of university brand success in the
market, the arena of satisfaction will increase market share (Sultan & Wong, 2013).

Bahari (2016) concludes that there is a significant positive effect of customer satisfaction on brand trust, customer satisfaction with brand loyalty and brand trust towards brand loyalty. From (Maghzi, Abbaspour, Eskandarian, Bakar, & Hamid, 2011) stating that service quality and customer satisfaction have a positive influence on brand trust. Gul (2014) stated that reputation enhancement, customer satisfaction and trust will improve customer loyalty. Data analysis used in this study is regression analysis. Bontis, Booker, and Serenko (2007) stated that customer satisfaction improves reputation in the service environment. The proposed hypothesis:

19: customer satisfaction significantly affects brand trust.
H20: customer satisfaction significantly affects reputation.

2.7 Brand Trust

Trust is the foundation of business. A business transaction between two or more parties will occur if each trusts each other. This trust will not simply be acknowledged by other parties / business partners, but must be built from the beginning and can be proven. Trust has been considered as a catalyst in various transactions between sellers and buyers to make customer satisfaction possible as expected (Yousafzai, Pallister, & Foxall, 2003).

According to Delgado-Ballester and Munuera-Alemán (2005) Brand trust is a high expectation or likelihood that the brand will result in a positive outcome to the customer. Students consider that Brand University is their success rate in getting a job and salary level after graduation (Sultan & Wong, 2013). The touch point prior to student acceptance needs to be enhanced through effective communication in the media, especially at the social media level, where the use of alumni and students to spread brand value with a major emphasis on campus placement and infrastructure can build positive perceptions and expectations about Education brands (Khanna, Jacob, & Yadav, 2014).

In developing the university brand the most important dimension is equity brand, followed by the university’s reputation and emotional environment, brand loyalty and brand awareness dimensions to create a strong university brand (Pinar, Trapp, Girard, & E. Boyt, 2014).

2.8 Reputation

Institutional reputation is a valuable asset that must be maintained. A reputation-keeping effort can be made when an institution understands the media’s publicity to their institution. Various methods can be used by an institution to view their publicity (Prajarto, 2008). Meanwhile, according to Beheshtifar and Kourouki, (2012) Reputation is a set of shared beliefs about the company’s ability to meet the interests of various stakeholders.

Reputation has a positive effect on student commitment to university where university with high reputation and trusted will increase student commitment (Nguyen, Yu, Melewar, & Hemsley-Brown, 2016). Internationalization positively affects the reputation of a university (Delgado-Marquez, Escudero-Torres, & Hurtado-Torres, 2013) The reputation of a self-funded college institution may not only arena student satisfaction but also the arena of student loyalty also play an important role in building reputation (A. Wong, 2016). The majority of secondary schools in Hong Kong choose Universities or institutions based on brand name and reputation (J. W.-Y. Wong, Tong, & Wong, 2014).

3. Research Method

This study was conducted on private university students in Riau Islands Province who have used Academic Information System and have web on the Internet as supporting in service to students. Sample criterion is a student of Management program that has accreditation of study program B because with consideration of respondent already understood about the information system and uniformity of accreditation at every university. The number of samples is proportionally distributed in each location, namely Batam University (28 samples), Putera Batam University (174 Samples), International University of Batam (91 samples), and Universitas Riau Islands (67 samples).

The research model can be seen in Figure 1.
4. Analysis and Discussion

4.1 Validity and Reliability Test Results

The result of validity test shows significant for all indicators or items of question, which means the indicators or question items for each variable contained in the questionnaire has fulfilled the validity requirement. From the Pearson product moment correlation, it is known that all question items in the questionnaire have a significant correlation at the error rate of 5% (** <0.05), so it can be said that all question items are valid and can be further processed.

The results of the test of reliability with Cronbach alpha (α) test in this study showed that all research variables are valid and realiable, because all the coefficient alpha value of each research variable is bigger than standardized (0.6), so that each question item on Measurement instruments can be used.

Test Data Normality Normal distribution of data is evaluated by skewness and kurtosis, variables that have skewness coefficient and kurtosis, variables with skewness and kurtosis coefficients with a critical ratio of no more than ± 2.58 indicating abnormal distribution, and otherwise normal (Ferdinand, 2010). From the test known all the manifest variables that amounted to 38 items of questions has a critical ratio below ± 2.58, so otherwise normal.

Table 1. Estimated final parameters model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression Weight</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Standardized Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respon &lt;--- SIM</td>
<td>.417</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>6.416</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR &lt;--- SIM</td>
<td>.341</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>5.227</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value &lt;--- SIM</td>
<td>.307</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>4.655</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction &lt;--- SIM</td>
<td>.416</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td>5.738</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respon &lt;--- servqual</td>
<td>.280</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>4.795</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR &lt;--- servqual</td>
<td>.395</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>6.320</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value &lt;--- servqual</td>
<td>.321</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>5.195</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction &lt;--- servqual</td>
<td>.324</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>4.837</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrandTrust &lt;--- Respon</td>
<td>-.030</td>
<td>.086</td>
<td>-.354</td>
<td>.723</td>
<td>-.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation &lt;--- Respon</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td>.790</td>
<td>.430</td>
<td>.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrandTrust &lt;--- CSR</td>
<td>.169</td>
<td>.083</td>
<td>2.044</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation &lt;--- CSR</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.084</td>
<td>.885</td>
<td>.376</td>
<td>.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrandTrust &lt;--- Value</td>
<td>.491</td>
<td>.096</td>
<td>5.144</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>.426</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The result after modification of the index to the model is good where the probability value above 0.05 is 0.061 as well as the RMSEA, GFI, AGFI, CMIN / DF, TLI and CFI values, all of which are spanned the expected value so that the model is acceptable.

5. Result

The amount of path coefficient between Management Information System variables with consumer response is 0.425 with the value of Critical Ratio (CR) = 6.416 and the probability value of 0.000. The coefficient value of 0.425 or 42.5% indicates that the variable of Management Information System influences consumer response variable of private universities in Riau Islands Province by 42.5%. The probability value of 0.000 which is smaller than 0.05 indicates that the effect of Management Information System on consumer response is significant or reliable. While the beta positive value explains that the effect is unidirectional. It means the success of private universities which already have a quality Management Information System will get a good response from students, and vice versa, poor Management Information System will not get a good response from students. While the direct influence of Management Information Systems on consumer response is 0.422 which means the better Management Information System will be the better response given by consumers in this case the college student.

Data from Table 1 shows that there is a significant influence between the variables Management Information Systems to consumer response, CRM, customer value, and customer satisfaction. SERVQUAL to consumer response, CRM, customer value, and customer satisfaction, CRM to brand trust, customer value to brand trust, customer value to reputation, customer satisfaction to brand trust, customer satisfaction to reputation there is no significant influence between consumer response variable to brand trust, as well as consumer response to reputation, CRM has no effect on reputation, Management Information System has no effect on brand trust, Information System has no effect on reputation, SERVQUAL has no effect on brand trust and SERVQUAL has no effect on reputation.

The existence of findings on the role of consumer response, Customer Relationship Management, customer value and customer satisfaction on the influence of Management Information Systems and service quality to brand trust and reputation strengthen the conception of the need to consider these variables in implementing the Information Management System and Service Quality on Brand Trust because directly Management Information System and service quality have no direct effect to brand trust and reputation. This provides a gap for further development of theory around Management Information Systems, service quality, brand trust and reputation.

6. Conclusion

From the results of analysis and testing of hypotheses that have been done before so this research can be concluded that the Management Information System and Service Quality significantly influence the consumer response, Customer Relationship Management, customer value, customer satisfaction in the sense of success of private universities that already have Information Systems Quality management will get good responses from students, can retain existing customers, further improve customer ratings of private colleges, and make customers more satisfied. Service Quality influences consumer response, Customer Relationship Management.

While consumer responses do not significantly affect brand trust and reputation in the sense that a good consumer response does not affect the customer’s confidence in the brand or high reputation. Customer Relationship Management significantly affects brand trust in the sense that better relationship management will further enhance customer confidence in the brand. But not for reputation because regardless of the value of Customer Relationship Management will not affect the high value of reputation. Customer value affects brand trust and reputation significantly in the sense that the better the value of the consumer will increase the customer’s trust in the brand as well as the reputation. Customer satisfaction significantly affects brand trust and
reputation in a sense that the more satisfied customers will increasingly increase customer confidence in brand and reputation. Similarly, Management Information Systems and service quality significantly do not significantly affect brand trust and reputation in any sense the value of the Management Information System will not affect the high level of customer trust in the brand as well as the reputation.

7. Implications
The result of this research that Quality Management Information System can improve the good response from consumers, maintain good relationship with customers and can maintain existing customers, improve customer ratings, and can make customers satisfied. Good service quality will improve the customer’s good response and it can also improve customer relationships in order to retain customers, improve customer ratings and make customers more satisfied. The better the customer relationship management a company has, it will increase the brand trust. The better a customer’s value applied, it will increase the customer’s confidence in the brand as well as further enhance the reputation. The more customers satisfied, it will further increase customer confidence in the brand, and reputation.

The existence of findings about the role of intervening consumer response, Customer Relationship Management, customer value and customer satisfaction on the influence of Management Information Systems and service quality to brand trust and reputation reinforce the conception that it needs for considerations to put intervening variables in implementing Management Information System and Service Quality Against Brand trust because directly Management Information System and service quality have no direct effect to brand trust and reputation. This provides a gap for further development of theories around Management Information Systems, service quality, brand trust and reputation mainly by exploring deeper and more varied studies of intervening variables which has not found yet in this study and previous research.
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